
Function:
By the combination of three of the world’s most recognized technologies of purification, 
AIRBUTLER Andrew is able to guarantee a maximum of purification: dust purification, re-
moval of bacteria and elimination of nasty odours. All that can be achieved by a very 
powerful generator of ions. It produces negatively charged ions, which are able to destroy 
virus and mites. The power consumption is only 0.8 W.

Well-being effect:
This is your personal ioniser and air purifier that you can have on everywhere. It uses a 
special ionising technology based on coroner discharge in order to let you breathe fresh 
air, no matter where you are. This lightweight ioniser is also able to humidify the air around 
your nose and mouth.

Bond of dust:
After a few days of use, you will find a considerably deposit of air pollutants on the metal 
dust collectors inside the device.

Low-noise construction:
AIRBUTLER Andrew works without fan and is silently.

User manual
Personal ioniser

Attention! Do not touch the needles when unit turned on!



Applicable areas:
AIRBUTLER Andrew is to have on around your neck. The 
appliance eliminates dust, bacteria directly in front of your 
mouth and nose. The air you breathe Attention! Personal 
ioniser is clean, fresh and full of negative ions. You can humidify the air by dropping some 
water into the cavities suited for this purpose.

Start-up:
The device can work with different energy sources:
 • Batteries: open the battery compartment and put in 4 AAA batteries. Take care of  
  the right polarity. Close the cover and check if it is well locked.
 • Adapter: use the provided adapter of 12 V to connect the device. 

Switch on the device at the front. The green lamp indicates that the appliance is working. 
The auto-timer stops the appliance after 30 minutes, if you want to stop it earlier, just 
press the on-button again. The blinking red lamp indicates that the batteries are low and 
that should be replaced. The ring around the ioniser outlets is made of water absorbing 
polymer, which can be charged with a certain quantity of water to humidify the air.

Setting:
The ribbon should be adjusted to the right length, about 20 cm from your
nose and mouth.

Humidification of the cavities:
Only use clean water. Use the delivered pipette for injecting carefully the
water into the rings around the outlets. Each ring can absorb about 10 drops of water (a 
third of a pipette volume). Never fill in too much water to avoid damage or short-circuit.

Cleaning / Maintenance:
After 1 month of use the front cover should be carefully removed and cleaned. Unlock the 
buttons at the bottom of the device and pull off carefully the front side. Use cotton buds 
for cleaning the collector rings and the electrodes of the unit. Replace the cover properly 
and restart the device, when all parts are dry again.

IMPORTANT:
 • Do not insert any metallic objects into the unit to prevent electrical shocks and  



  damage. Do not place the unit close to inflamma- 
  ble and explosive objects.
 • Do not use alcohol or benzene for cleaning the 
  casing to avoid any damage on the surface.
 • Do not use AIRBUTLER Andrew close to areas of magnetic interferences. 
 • Do not hit or drop AIRBUTLER Andrew.

Further information:
This ioniser purifies air; it is not a substitution of regular airing of rooms. Do not modify the 
appliance in any way. Neither the manufacturer nor the trader can accept any responsibi-
lity of any kind damage thus resulting.

Accessories:
1 power adapter 230 V
1 PVC ribbon
1 pipette

AIRBUTLER reserves the right of any technical modifications of the
appliance.

Type  AIRBUTLER Andrew
Voltage 230 V / 4 x AAA Batteries
Power consumption 0,8 W

Negative ions > 2 x 105

Active oxygen < 0,02 ppm
Dimension  110 x 81 x 27 mm
Weight 110 g
Applicable area  everywhere

Technical Data:



Warranty for ANDREW

1. All AIRBUTLER products are subjected to stringent testing before they leave the 
factory. Guarantee of function for two years from date of purchase.

2. Damage and malfunctions within the warranty period are only dealt with on pre-
sentation of the completed warranty certificate. Please return the appliance to the 
trader so that the cause of malfunction can be identified. If the damage or malfunction 
is due to a production fault then the appliance will be repaired immediately or replaced 
with a new appliance. Damage which is not due to a production fault cannot be taken 
into account.

3. The warranty does not include any damage due to incorrect handling, faulty re-
assembly, manual conversion in or on the appliance, omission of cleaning, exterior 
damage to the appliance or obvious damage to the interior of the casing (such as e.g. 
lightning, artificial cause or natural events).

4.  The date on the warranty certificate and submission of the bill are imperative for 
any warranty claims.

Name:

Address:

Purchase date:

Phone:

Stamp of trader:
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We are at your service for questions or application problems: office@airbutler.com


